Teaching Associate in History  
(£28,756 p.a. plus pension and benefits)

The Governing Body of Trinity Hall is seeking to appoint a College Teaching Associate in History for a fixed term of 22 months from 1 October 2022 to 31 July 2024. Applications are invited from scholars with teaching interests and research expertise in any area within the broad field of History.

The position would, ideally, suit someone at postdoctoral level and would have a weekly teaching requirement of 8 hours (primarily for Trinity Hall students, but also or reciprocally for other Colleges). The College Teaching Associate would also assume responsibility for direction of studies for Part I/IA in 2022-23 and oversee introduction of the College-based aspects of the new Part IA course. During 2023-24, the appointee would also direct studies for Part II. While the successful appointee would be welcome to make use of University vacations to pursue their research, there would be no research-related requirement attaching to this post. Prior experience in teaching within the History Tripos is desirable. The stipend attaching to the College Teaching Associateship is £28,756 p.a. (point 36 on the University of Cambridge scale).

Further Information
Trinity Hall, or ‘The Master, Fellows and Scholars of the College or Hall of the Holy Trinity in the University of Cambridge’, was founded by Bishop Bateman of Norwich in 1350 for the study of canon and civil law. It is an autonomous, self-governing community of scholars, and one of 31 Colleges within the University of Cambridge, with a Fellowship representing a large and diverse range of academic interests.

The successful appointee will also be expected to be involved in undergraduate admissions interviews in History in December 2022 and December 2023 for prospective undergraduate students and also to participate in recruitment and outreach activities related to History in particular: e.g., hosting information sessions at College Open Days.

The successful appointee will be elected to a Fellow Commonership, to run coterminously with the fixed-term appointment as College Teaching Associate. As a Fellow Commoner, they will be entitled to generous dining rights. It is anticipated that the successful appointee will be offered exclusive or shared use of an office on the College’s Central Site.

Application Process
Applications (including a completed application form, curriculum vitae, and a covering letter including a statement of teaching capacity within the History Tripos) should be sent to Mrs Heather Kilpatrick, Master’s EA, by email (academic-jobs@trinhall.cam.ac.uk).

Administrative enquiries to academic-jobs@trinhall@cam.ac.uk or tel. 01223 748711.
Informal academic enquiries should be addressed to Trinity Hall Senior Tutor, Dr Clare Jackson by email seniortutor@trinhall.cam.ac.uk.

We particularly welcome female applicants and those from an ethnic minority, as they are under-represented in academic posts within the University of Cambridge.

Closing date for applications is on **Monday 23 May 2022 at 5pm**.

Shortlisting will be on Friday 27 May 2022.

Interviews will take place the week commencing 6 June 2022.

The interviews will involve a 15-minute presentation aimed at introducing a first-year student audience to a new historiographical field, to be selected by the candidate. The appointments committee will comprise four members of the academic staff/Fellowship to include the Vice-Master and/or the Senior Tutor.

The successful candidate will take up office on 1 October 2022.

Candidates should note they are responsible for checking their eligibility to take up the post under **UK immigration rules**.

*April 2022*